Vocabulary

1 Completa le frasi con le parole nel riquadro.

cereal chocolate fish juice
salad jam yoghurt

➜ I often eat a fruit yoghurt for breakfast.
1 Is there any milk to put on my ________?  
2 Do you like ________ and chips?  
3 You can drink some apple ________, or cola.  
4 Let’s eat a nice green ________.  
5 Suzie eats a bar of ________ every day.  
6 I love toast with ________ and butter.

Grammar

2 Metti un segno di spunta (✓) accanto ai nomi numerabili e una croce (✗) accanto a quelli non numerabili.

cola Jay  
1 meat ___  4 orange ___  
2 eggs ___  5 cereal ___  
3 water ___  6 peaches ___

3 Completa le frasi con is o are a, an o some.

➜ There ______ chocolate bar in my rucksack.  
1 There ______ apples in the box.  
2 There ______ slice of cake on the table.  
3 There ______ pasta for dinner.  
4 There ______ pizza for lunch.  
5 There ______ orange in my hand.  
6 There ______ sweets in my rucksack.

4 Formula domande con Is there any o Are there any e dai risposte nel riquadro.

➜ sandwiches for lunch
Are there any sandwiches for lunch?
Yes, there are.
1 CDs/on the shelf
No, ________.
2 water/in the bottle
Yes, ________.

Functions

5 Completa le domande con How much? o How many? e le parole nel riquadro.

 homework meat milk oil pencils rooms students

➜ How much oil do you put on the salad?
1 ________ are there in the class?
2 ________ do you drink in a week?
3 ________ have you got in your pencil case?
4 ________ has your house got?
5 ________ have we got tonight?
6 ________ is there in the fridge?

6 Completa i dialoghi con le domande le risposte nel riquadro.

I’d like a ham sandwich, please.
Yes, I’d like some apple pie.
What would you like to drink?
I’d like a cola, please.

A What would you like to eat?
B I’d like a vegetable curry, please.
A 1 ________?
B I’d like some orange juice, please.
A 2 ________?
B No, thank you. I don’t want a dessert.
A Hello, what would you like to eat?
B 3 ________
A OK. And what would you like to drink?
B 4 ________
A Would you like a dessert?
B 5 ________.